
 

Dear Members of the SRA,  

 

 Hope you are all having a great day and are excited for the next school year, and I am 

excited for all the amazing things you will accomplish. I have attached my last SRA report which 

highlights my vision for the MSU Emergency Bursary, and  the future direction I believe it 

should take.  

 

 The MSU Emergency Bursary is something which I believe plays an important and 

valuable role to make McMaster more financially accessible. While we have seen many positive 

steps to improve student financial assistance across the institution and the province, short-term 

cash flow issues will always be present. However, from administering the fund this year, and 

from discussions with the University, I've determined that the best path forward for this bursary 

is not to administer it ourselves, but to have the university administer this program.  

 

 From discussion with representatives from McMaster, this is something we would be able 

to create. We would be able to create a fund which could be donated to for a charitable tax 

deduction, growing the aid available, while also ensuring we can give $10,000 towards this issue. 

Additionally, this bursary would be administered based on the criteria we set out, essentially 

analogous to the Emergency Bursary. Thus, we wouldn't have direct control as we do now, but 

we would be able to get a bursary set up in the style we wanted, just not directly choosing which 

students receive it. Also, by having this bursary in Financial Aid will help create one centralize 

area for students seeking support, run by professionals rather than having a disjointed system, 
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MEMO 
From the office of the… 
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which isn't necessarily supported by experts in financial aid. While we would lose direct control 

over this bursary by collaborating with the university, I believe we would gain efficiency and 

effectiveness not only for the MSU but students, as well as creating the potential for increasing 

the money available for aid.  

 

 The reason I believe we should rescind the policy is because there is no point having a 

policy outlining a transfer to the university. Also, now that this has been created, it is up to future 

SRAs and VP Finances to ensure the transfer is made, and determine the amount that should be 

sent for the program. Also, there is now a budget line in the Executive budget with is dedicated 

for the emergency bursary. This will ensure that the transfers are made. Both of these 

requirements do not require a operating policy to guarantee completion, just diligent student 

leaders and staff.  

  
Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions. 
 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

Daniel D'Angela  
Vice President (Finance) 
vpfinance@msu.mcmaster.ca 
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